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1. Abstract 

Computed tomography (CT) has deeply affected the approach to diagnosis in medical 

practice and is heavily relied on for numerous therapeutic decisions. Meanwhile, 

diagnostic imaging and CT in particular remains at the core of medical innovation, not 

least due to remarkable developments on the imaging chain. After three decades of 

conventional CT – intrinsically disregarding energy-dependency of X-ray attenuation – 

spectral CT became available clinically, fostering research and improvement of patient 

management. Spectral CT is regarded as a disruptive technology that can affect workflow, 

patient safety, and diagnostic accuracy but needs validation. With this in mind, we sought 

to explore the potential benefits of spectral CT for evaluating cardiovascular disease. 

To provide a thorough assessment of spectral CT in evaluating vascular lumen and wall, 

we designed several phantom experiments to assess the feasibility of dedicated tasks 

and expanded our research to clinical studies for validation. To this end, we used both 

clinically available dual-energy CT (DECT) and pre-clinical multi-energy (spectral photon-

counting detector CT [SPCCT]) platforms. 

We confirmed that DECT can save radiation dose thanks to virtual non-contrast 

reconstructions, reduce iodine doses considerably for coronary artery imaging, and task-

oriented material decomposition reconstructions improve aortic wall conspicuity, notably 

in aortic intramural hematoma. We also showed that SPCCT coronary angiography 

outperforms DECT in terms of noise, spatial resolution, and diagnostic performance. 

These findings advance both patient safety and the clinical value of spectral CT in 

cardiovascular imaging.  
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Résumé 

La tomodensitométrie (TDM) a profondément affecté l'approche diagnostique et 

thérapeutique pour nombre de pathologies. Parallèlement, l'imagerie diagnostique et la 

TDM en particulier restent au cœur de l'innovation médicale, notamment grâce aux 

progrès technologiques. Après trois décennies de TDM conventionnelle ignorant 

l’atténuation différentielle des rayons X en fonction de leur énergie, la TDM spectrale est 

apparue, favorisant la recherche et l'optimisation de la prise en charge des patients. La 

TDM spectrale peut affecter le flux de travail, la sécurité des patients et la précision du 

diagnostic, mais nécessite d’être validée. Nous avons donc exploré les avantages 

potentiels de la TDM spectrale pour l'évaluation des maladies cardiovasculaires. Pour 

étudier la TDM spectrale dans l'évaluation de la lumière et de la paroi vasculaires, nous 

avons conçu plusieurs expériences de faisabilité sur fantômes et avons ensuite étendu 

notre recherche à des études cliniques, en utilisant à la fois des plateformes TDM à 

double énergie (« DECT ») disponibles en clinique et des plateformes multi-énergies 

précliniques (détecteurs à comptage de photons spectraux [« SPCCT »]). 

Nous avons confirmé que le DECT permet de réduire l’irradiation grâce aux 

reconstructions virtuellement sans contraste, que les doses d'iode peuvent être 

considérablement réduites pour l'imagerie des artères coronaires, et que les 

reconstructions en décomposition matériaux peuvent améliorer la visibilité de la paroi 

aortique. Nous avons également montré que l’imagerie des coronaires en SPCCT 

surpasse le DECT en termes de bruit, de résolution spatiale et de performances 

diagnostiques. Ces résultats font progresser à la fois la sécurité des patients et la valeur 

clinique de la tomodensitométrie spectrale en imagerie cardiovasculaire.  
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Résumé public 

En un demi-siècle d’existence, la tomodensitométrie (TDM) – communément appelée 

« scanner » – a révolutionné le diagnostic et la prise en charge médicale, en permettant 

d’obtenir des images de l’intérieur du corps humain sous formes de coupes consécutives 

détaillant l’intégralité de l’anatomie en trois dimensions. La technique de la TDM repose 

sur le principe de la mesure de l’absorption du faisceau de rayons X ; celui-ci traverse le 

corps humain et subit une atténuation plus ou moins forte en fonction de la composition 

des tissus et de l’épaisseur traversée. Cette mesure d’atténuation se fait en continu au 

cours d’un balayage qui consiste à faire tourner un couple tube à rayons X - récepteurs 

autour du patient, et les données brutes ainsi obtenues sont transférées à un ordinateur. 

Un traitement informatique des données brutes permet de reconstruire des images 2 

dimensions des tissus humains, et des vues en 3 dimensions d’organes ou de lésions. 

Toutefois, les équipements de TDM conventionnels ne prennent pas en compte le fait 

que le faisceau de rayons est composé d’un mélange de photons X d’énergie très 

variable, alors même que l’atténuation des rayons X dépend directement de leur énergie. 

La TDM multi-énergie (spectrale) exploite cette propriété physique et permet de 

reconstituer, dans une certaine mesure, la composition chimique des tissus scannés. La 

TDM spectrale est une innovation relativement récente, et il est essentiel d’étudier ses 

avantages et inconvénients avant de l’appliquer sur l’être humain. Le but de cette thèse 

est de mettre en lumière certains bénéfices de la TDM spectrale en imagerie 

cardiovasculaire. Nous montrons notamment que la TDM spectrale permet de réduire la 

dose de produit de contraste injecté et la dose d’irradiation, tout en apportant des 

informations diagnostiques additionnelles.  
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2. List of acronyms 

ASIC    Application-Specific Integrated Circuit 

CdZnTe   Cadmium Zinc Telluride 

CM    Contrast Medium 

CNR    Contrast-to-Noise Ratio 
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CTA    Computed Tomography Angiography 

CCTA    Coronary Computed Tomography Angiography 
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DECT    Dual-Energy Computed Tomography 

DER    Dual-Energy Ratio 
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HU    Hounsfield Units 
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IMH    Intramural Hematoma 

GBPCI   Grating-Based Phase Contrast Imaging 

keV    Kiloelectron-Volt 

MSU    Monosodium Urate 

MTF    Modulation Transfer Function 

NIST    National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NPS    Noise Power Spectrum 
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PCCT    Photon-Counting Computed Tomography 
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TTF    Target Transfer Function 

TNC    True Non-Contrast 

UA    Uric Acid 

VMI    Virtual Monochromatic Image 

VNC    Virtual Non-Contrast 
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3. Introduction 

4.1 Background 

Computed tomography (CT) for medical purposes was first reported in 1973 [1, 2] and 

became more widely available in the 80s. CT was an instant success in the medical field, 

being the first imaging technique to render 3-dimensional images of the human body, 

casting aside the limitations of projectional imaging. The new imaging area CT established 

has profoundly altered diagnostic approaches over the last four decades, disrupting both 

the diagnostic workup and treatment strategies. Despite astonishing technological 

improvements made to the initial so-called “EMI CT scanner,” the system Godfrey 

Hounsfield and his team developed [3], CT is far from reaching its foreseeable 

fundamental physical limits. This thesis is about leveraging the latest available CT 

technology by transposing innovative techniques into clinical applications. 

CT uses X-ray beams consisting of a continuous spectrum of photon energies that 

undergo absorption when traveling through tissue and interacting with matter. Photons 

reaching the detector located on the opposite side of the X-ray tube are quantified at 

multiple 2-dimensional angular projections to recover the 3-dimensional internal structure 

of the subject being scanned [4]. Until recently, photon detection occurred by so-called 

"conventional CT detectors," referred to as "energy integrating," because they sum up all 

the photons reaching the detector regardless of their energy. 

4.2 Iodine in X-ray imaging 

Iodinated contrast medium (CM) has been used for angiography since 1920, and 

nowadays, an estimated 75 million procedures are performed per year [5]. In CT, first 
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reports describing the use of iodinated were published very soon, i.e. two years after the 

introduction of CT [6]. Since the early 1920s, CM safety has improved dramatically, 

leading to much lower toxicity, better tolerability, and improved angiographic contrast. 

Nevertheless, adverse reactions still occur in 1-3% of procedures, and as a result, the use 

of CM cannot be considered harmless [6]. Because some adverse reactions to CM are 

dose-dependent, including post-injection heart failure, acute pulmonary edema, and 

nephrotoxicity, limiting the volume of CM is a relevant approach [7]. 

Furthermore, it has been shown that the DNA damage resulting from ionizing radiation is 

adversely affected by the use of iodine, further supporting CM dose reduction [8]. Finally, 

the use of CM comes at a cost, and a potential decrease of the financial burden can be 

achieved by reducing the total volume used per procedure. Nevertheless, over one 

hundred years after its introduction, iodinated CM remains a unique tool to image patients, 

make accurate diagnoses, and support decision-making. This is especially true for 

cardiovascular imaging, where CM helps identify both the vascular lumen and its wall. 

Computed tomography angiography (CTA) has quickly established itself as the principal 

imaging technique for large vessels and has also become a key player in cardiac 

radiology. In recent years, coronary CTA has become the most widely used method for 

the non-invasive assessment of coronary artery disease, of course, thanks to lumen 

enhancement with iodine. 

4.3 The advent of dual-energy CT 

X-ray absorption from interaction with tissue mainly depends on two effects in the clinical 

energy range: photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering [4, 9]. Conventional CT 

systems measure the X-ray attenuation and can extract the linear attenuation coefficient 
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of each voxel. When the latter is normalized against water, we obtain the voxels’ CT 

number, which is expressed in Hounsfield Units [HU] and primarily depends on the energy 

of the polychromatic X-ray spectrum, the materials’ mass density, and effective atomic 

number (Zeff).  Compton scattering is predominant at high energy and mainly driven by 

the electron density (), providing most of the soft tissue contrast while interacting with 

low-atomic number elements (i.e., oxygen, Z=8; nitrogen, Z=7; carbon, Z=6; hydrogen, 

Z=1). On the other hand, photoelectric absorption is more likely to occur at low energy 

and is proportional to the cube of atomic number. Conventional CT systems do not use 

pulse detection but integrate the overall energy deposited in the detector during a 

projection; this is why they are commonly referred to as energy integrating detectors 

(EID). To translate X-rays into a digital signal, EID first converts X-ray photons to visible 

light sensed by a photodiode and undergoes analog-to-digital conversion (Fig. 1). The 

output signal of EIDs is proportional to the energy deposited by the sum of incident 

photons, which means that the higher energy photons bearing the least contrast 

information generate a stronger output, overriding valuable information from low-energy 

photons. 
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Fig. 1 Scintillator-photodiode detector (indirect X-ray detector). Photodiodes provide an analog 

signal that is processed by analog-to-digital (A/D) converters. 

 

When CT images are reconstructed, algorithms mathematically assume that a parallel 

monoenergetic X-ray beam traverses the patient, which is not the case in reality since (a) 

the beam is fan-shaped and (b) its composition is polyenergetic. Notably, the type and 

magnitude of photon/material interaction and the resulting beam absorption strongly 

depend on the energy level of the photons, which is not accounted for in conventional CT 

systems. At conventional CT, samples with different elemental composition can still 

exhibit similar mass densities [10] and identical CT numbers, making the materials difficult 

or impossible to classify [11]. One way to overcome the often-overlapping nature of 

attenuation coefficients and extract information related to the materials’ mass attenuation 

is to collect absorption data in two or more different energy bands. The energy-
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dependency of X-ray attenuation was highlighted quickly after implementing the first CT 

system in medicine, and physical characterization of the material being scanned – 

including density and atomic number – had already been recognized and was reported at 

the very beginning of CT [12, 13]. Additionally, pioneering DECT experiments assessing 

tissue characterization, bone mineralization quantification, and computation of Zeff and 

electron density have taken place in the 70s [13-15]. Despite these early insights into the 

physics of CT, the industrial implementation of spectral CT occurred more than three 

decades later, and clinical CT systems offering X-ray energy quantification were not 

available until recently. Reasons for the prolonged time until DECT hit the market are 

related to technical challenges at this time, including unstable CT numbers, longer scan 

duration, and limited current at low tube potential [16]. 

This has changed with the introduction of dual-energy CT (DECT) systems about 15 years 

ago [17, 18], which can distinguish two (often overlapping) energy bands. Spectral CT 

detectors are generally referred to as "energy resolving" because they measure not only 

the transmitted X-ray intensity but can, to a certain extent, measure the spectral 

composition of X-rays exiting the object or subject being scanned [19]. An ideal DECT 

system requires the use of two monochromatic X-ray beams with the same photon fluence 

rate to measure tissue absorption in each band at the same time. Currently, such a design 

is not suitable for clinical application; hence DECT systems still use less-than-perfect 

polychromatic beams. CT manufacturers developed various techniques to collect 

absorption data in two different energy bands. Table 1 summarizes the most widespread 

approaches, all of which are emission-based except the dual-layer detector design that 
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operates with standard beam composition and shaping, discriminating two energy bands 

at the detector level. 

Table 1. Commercially available DECT implementations 

Type Manufacturer X-ray tube Detectors kVp range 

Dual-source Siemens Two tubes with or 

without beam filtration 

Two arrays of 

energy-

integrating 

detectors 

70-150 kVp 

Rapid kV-

switching 

General Electric Single X-ray tube with 

ultrafast voltage 

switching between low 

and high kVp 

One array of 

energy-

integrating 

detectors with 

fast scintillator 

speed  

80 and 140 kVp 

Dual-layer 

detector 

Philips Single X-ray tube One array of 

dual-layer 

energy-resolving 

detectors 

120 or 140 kVp 

Twin-beam Siemens Single X-ray tube with 

filter splitting the beam 

in the Z-direction 

One array of 

energy-

integrating 

detectors 

120 kVp (with 

additional Au 

and Sn filtration) 

Sequential dual 

scans 

Canon Single X-ray tube; first 

rotation at low kVp, 

second rotation at high 

kVp 

One array of 

energy-

integrating 

detectors 

80-140 kVp 
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4.3.1 Advantages and limitations of dual-energy CT 

Single-energy CT has a fundamental limitation in differentiating soft tissue because the 

CT number depends entirely on the linear attenuation coefficient (), which is strongly 

overlapping between body tissues [20]. Only a handful of heavier elements, such as 

calcium or iodine, exhibiting strong photoelectric absorption can be classified relatively 

easily. DECT is a significant step forward with respect to soft tissue differentiation due to 

its ability to measure materials’ differential attenuation as a function of photon energy. 

Compared with conventional single-energy scanning, DECT has the advantage of 

incorporating both lower (usually 70-80 kVp) and higher (usually 140-150 kVp) energy 

images simultaneously, providing a new layer of information enabling the extraction of 

optimized image features for various clinical scenarios. Practically, DECT can serve the 

purpose of improving image quality itself, but also to save radiation dose and contrast 

medium. In vascular radiology, DECT can improve diagnostic accuracy and even reduce 

interpretation times [21]. 

On the other hand, DECT systems suffer from several fundamental limitations, including 

a considerable overlap of energy spectra, the absence of notable improvement in spatial 

resolution compared with single-energy CT, and high electronic noise precluding major 

dose savings. Except for the detector-based DECT implementation, current DECT 

systems also suffer from spatial and/or temporal misalignment of spectral data because 

the high and low energy data are not acquired at the same location and at the exact same 

moment. Moreover, DECT samples only have two spectral datapoints, limiting multi-

material decomposition. A typical example is the iodine density map (iodine versus water 

material decomposition), which cannot reliably classify calcium as non-iodine material 
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because calcium exhibits a substantial probability of photoelectric effect and will show up 

as iodine. Furthermore, some systems have specific limitations directly depending on 

engineering challenges. For instance, dual-source DECT systems, operating with two 

distinct sets of tubes and detectors, have a partial spectral field-of-view coverage, which 

can limit the use of bone subtraction or interpretation of liver lesions in large patients. 

Such systems – whose strengths include a superior temporal resolution for cardiac 

imaging – also need to cut back temporal resolution when used in DECT mode because 

each tube/detector pair will be required to acquire data in a specific energy band. 

One more critical point to address when considering DECT for routine use is the impact 

on workflow: DECT can be time-saving or time-consuming. While spectral reconstructions 

can speed up CT interpretation, e.g., by allowing a confident distinction between calcium 

and iodine, and may avoid an additional late-phase acquisition, the implementation of 

DECT in clinical workflows comes with additional image series. In cardiovascular imaging, 

these usually include virtual non-contrast (VNC), low/high keV VMI, and iodine density 

maps, all of which will be discussed later. Spectral image series take time to reconstruct, 

transfer to PACS, and may interrupt the radiologist’s usual workflow. 

4.3.2 Dual-energy CT data processing and image types  

DECT systems and spectral CT systems in general provide qualitative and quantitative 

information about tissue composition, offering a range of established and emerging 

clinical applications. On the whole, spectral CT imaging can be divided into material-

specific and material-non-specific applications. The first includes effective atomic 

mapping (Zeff), electron density mapping, and material decomposition, which can serve to 

detect, quantify or suppress materials from reconstructed images [22]. The second 
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comprises virtual monochromatic imaging (VMI), which provides images whose voxels 

express CT numbers (in HU) as on single-energy images. Still, the energy level at which 

CT numbers are represented can be selected freely, usually between 40 and 200 keV. 

This can be useful, for instance, to optimize lesion contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), to reduce 

the radiation or iodine dose [23]. VMI is sometimes referred to as “pseudo-

monochromatic” because it is a simplified version of true monochromatic imaging utilizing 

a synchrotron. In VMI, the materials’ energy-dependent CT number is linearly 

extrapolated from a limited number of data points – two in DECT – and does not represent 

real-world measurements [24]. VNC images are a particular form of material-non-specific 

reconstruction that simulates non-contrast CT derived from contrast-enhanced DECT 

datasets. VNC makes use of the photon-absorption variation at two energy levels of high 

atomic number elements, i.e., iodine, exhibiting a higher photoelectric to Compton ratio, 

to selectively remove the contribution of iodine from reconstructed images [25]. 

Spectral CT post-processing can be done in the projection or the image domain. 

Projection-based post-processing algorithms operate before the images are 

reconstructed and yield lower beam-hardening artifacts. On the other hand, they require 

high spatial and temporal registration of the acquired sinograms, which is only possible 

with detector-based or fast kV-switching spectral CT [26]. In DECT data analysis, it 

became apparent that one can decompose spectral CT datasets comprising attenuation 

data of N energy bands into a set of N basis materials using a mathematical operation 

called "material decomposition." Material decomposition algorithms assume that the 

entire sample is composed of N preselected materials and that voxels contain a volume 

fraction of each material in variable amounts. This means that mathematically, the sum of 
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volume fractions must always be equal to 1. The fractional composition of a voxel can 

then be computed based on (a) the measured CT number at each energy level and (b) 

the energy-dependent attenuation of each material in pure form. The latter is a physical 

constant that can be obtained from the National Institute of Standards and Technology 

(NIST), among others. The concept of two-material decomposition (when N=2) has 

translated from research into clinical routine with DECT systems, one of the most popular 

material pairs being water-iodine (iodine density map), allowing iodine quantification [27]. 

Though, in theory, any material pair can be reconstructed using these algorithms, 

depending on the materials present in the sample of interest (e.g., bone, fat, iodine) and 

the clinical task [28, 29]. 

4.3.3 Clinical applications 

Once DECT became clinically available, research groups have enthusiastically geared up 

to find out where this technology could add value. Despite remarkable efforts from 

institutions and researchers worldwide, the widespread use and integration of DECT in 

clinical routine have occurred at a slow pace, likely due to concerns regarding healthcare 

costs and radiation dose [30]. Meanwhile, the role of DECT in clinical care is continuously 

developed and emphasized. In cardiovascular imaging, in particular, DECT has shown 

the potential to improve patient safety (by reducing radiation and iodine doses) and 

improve disease detection and classification. Iodine dose reduction in large-vessel 

examinations has been demonstrated [31] by using low-energy (40 keV) VMI. Still, the 

same spectral imaging type also helped improve vessel opacification in cases of 

suboptimal enhancement in pulmonary CT angiography [32]. Other studies confirmed 

radiation dose saving potential with virtual non-contrast reconstruction for aortic endograft 
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surveillance [33], a very specific clinical application whose promising results call for 

broader concept validation. While dual-energy pulmonary CT angiography failed to prove 

superior to single-energy for detecting pulmonary embolism [30], its use can provide 

additional prognostic value derived from semi-quantitative perfusion beyond clot burden 

quantification, with no additional contrast medium or radiation dose exposure [34, 35]. 

Thanks to its ability to optimize lesion-to-background contrast with VMI and iodine density 

maps (iodine versus water material decomposition), DECT also offers advantages in the 

characterization of myocardial ischemia [36] and the discrimination of left atrial 

appendage thrombus from slow flow [37]. Furthermore, DECT enables accurate 

myocardial late enhancement evaluation compared to late gadolinium enhancement, the 

current gold standard [38], paving the way for the so-called “one-stop-shop” acute chest 

pain imaging workup with the possibility to detect myocarditis using DECT [39]. 

Preliminary research also highlights the value of DECT to increase the conspicuity of 

acute bowel ischemia in small cohorts. However, the optimal VMI energy level to use is 

still debated [40, 41]. Finally, DECT has been proved efficient in reducing metal artifacts 

that are highly prevalent in cardiovascular imaging due to the frequent presence of 

electronic devices, leads, coils, and grafts containing metallic components [42]. 

Apart from these benefits directly related to cardiovascular medicine, DECT offers a 

diverse spectrum of clinical applications in other fields such as musculoskeletal radiology, 

neuroradiology, emergency radiology, to name only a few, extending even to forensic 

imaging [43]. 
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4.3.4 Clinical examples of dual-energy CT 

Fig. 2 Small-axis multiplanar reformats of the heart from a pulmonary CTA acquired on a fast kV-

switching DECT without ECG-gating. VMI at six different energy levels show the dramatic increase 

in heart chamber attenuation at lower energies (40 and 55 keV) and attenuation decrease at 

higher energies (85, 100, and 115 keV). The 70 keV image can be considered equivalent to 

conventional CT. Note the increase in myocardial tissue contrast, demonstrating heterogeneity at 

40 keV. 
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Fig. 3 Same pulmonary CTA examination as in Fig. 2 shows two other spectral reconstructions 

highlighting acute myocardial ischemia in the septal wall (white star), in the form of decreased 

iodine concentration on the Iodine/Water material decomposition, and the form of a decreased 

Zeff. 
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Fig. 4 Cerebral imaging in a patient with bilateral intracranial aneurysm clipping causing beam 

hardening artifacts. The CTA was acquired on a fast kV-switching DECT system and 

reconstructed as VMI at different energy levels. The strong beam hardening artifacts hampering 

image analysis on the 40 keV VMI increasingly vanish with higher VMI energies. 
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Fig. 5 Lower extremity CTA acquired on a fast kV-switching system without and with the vendor’s 

proprietary metal artifact reduction software (MARS). This software segments and corrects metal 

artifacts based on CT number thresholds [44]. Note the significant reduction of streak artifacts 

(white arrows) due to metallic osteosynthesis material of the femur on the MARS reconstruction. 
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Fig. 6 Cardiac CTA acquired on a dual-layer spectral detector system in a patient with acute chest 

pain. Coronary CTA was unremarkable, and no perfusion abnormality was seen on first-pass 

static perfusion (upper row), whether on conventional, low-energy VMI or iodine vs. water material 

decomposition. On the other hand, late phase (late iodine enhancement) images showed almost 

transmural enhancement of the lateral myocardial wall, better depicted on low-energy VMI and 

iodine vs. water images, consistent with acute myocarditis [39]. 
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Fig. 7 Pulmonary CTA in a patient with post lung transplantation (day 5) dyspnea. While HU 

images depicted right middle lobe sub segmental pulmonary embolism (orange circle), iodine 

basis images (“iodine density maps”) representing iodine distribution (blue, no iodine, red 

maximum iodine concentration) help diagnose multiple bilateral peripheral perfusion defects 

throughout the lungs (not all defects are shown in the Figure), consistent with additional occlusive 

pulmonary emboli. 
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Fig. 8 Thoracic-abdominal CTA in a hemodynamically unstable patient presenting with acute 

abdominal pain and beta blocker overdose. Questions asked to the emergency department's 

radiologist included: acute aortic syndrome, acute pulmonary embolism, and mesenteric 

ischemia. In this case, spectral CTA addresses all questions in a single acquisition; thoracic 55 

keV VMIs show right middle lobe segmental acute pulmonary embolism (a, orange circle), and 

the absence of distal right coronary artery opacification (b, white arrowhead), indicating stent 

occlusion, causing mid cavitary septal hypoperfusion as demonstrated on the iodine density map 

(c, orange arrowheads). The same acquisition covering the abdomen (d) confirmed colon 

ischemia likely due to the overall compromised hemodynamics, better visible on the colored iodine 

density map where the left colon (e, white arrow) appears to be less perfused than its right portion 

or the small bowel.  
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4.4 Photon-counting CT 

More recently, spectral photon-counting CT (PCCT) systems have been developed and 

are currently undergoing prototype testing by medical researchers [45, 46]. Such systems 

provide improved energy resolution over DECT, being able to classify photon energies 

according to three or more energy bands with less overlap [46, 47]. PCCT is one of the 

most advanced spectral CT techniques currently under investigation. Photon counting 

detectors' (PCD)’s principle is to use semi-conductor detector materials operating without 

the need of generating visible light inside detector elements, thereby getting rid of the 

challenges related to scintillators and associated electronic noise while providing a refined 

spectral analysis (Fig. 9). Incident X-ray photons create hole pairs in the semiconductor 

material that travel to the anode under the influence of the (high) bias voltage applied 

across the semiconductor and create directly measurable electric signals, whose pulse 

amplitude is proportional to the photon’s energy; for this reason, PCD are considered 

direct-conversion detectors. Each detector channel is equipped with an application-

specific integrated circuit (ASIC) that reads out the electric pulse and discriminates its 

amplitude according to discrete thresholds called “energy bins.” The number of energy 

bins is given by the ASIC’s design. PCD can reject electronic noise almost entirely by 

using a threshold high enough to be above the noise floor and discriminate real photon 

counts from noise. 

Contrary to conventional energy-integrating detectors (EID) that measure the total energy 

deposited in the detector and may corrupt part of the attenuation data due to electronic 

noise, PCDs quantify the energy of each individual incident photon according to two or 

more energy bins which are user-selectable energy sub-ranges that can be adjusted 
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according to the clinical task. This results in a much better spectral sampling of X-ray 

transmission. The scintillators used in EIDs suffer from reduced dose efficiency due to the 

septa that isolate detector elements from each other; because PCDs do not require a 

physical separation inside the detector material, they can be produced with a much 

smaller detector element size to increase spatial resolution (150 m). For these reasons, 

PCCT is expected to address major limitations of EID-based DECT [48]. 

 

Fig. 9 Photon counting (direct conversion) detector. Currently evaluated detector materials for CT 

are Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CdZnTe) and Silicon (Si). Ideally, each X-ray photon is detected 

separately and assigned to an energy category. 

 

The first large field-of-view PCCT ran cadmium zinc telluride (CdZnTe) detectors and was 

tested for carotid CTA in 2007 [49]. At the time of writing, several more PCCT systems 
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were being evaluated, most of which used Cd-based detectors, i.e., CdZnTe or Cadmium 

Telluride (CdTe) [50-52]. Of note, one silicon-based (Si) PCCT system was being tested 

as well [53, 54]. CdZnTe, CdTe, and Si detectors have their own advantages and 

limitations. A hallmark of CdZnTe and CdTe is their high X-ray stopping power; less than 

2 mm are enough to stop 95% of photons at 120 kVp after traveling through 30 cm of 

water, while Si detectors have a lower atomic number and need 55 mm of thickness to 

achieve the same absorption [47]. Another difference between Cd-based and Si detectors 

is the predominance of different types of photon interaction within the semiconductor 

material itself; the first will exhibit more photoelectric effect, while the latter has a much 

higher probability of Compton scattering. Also, Cd-based detectors have a higher amount 

of material imperfections, which can degrade detector performance [55]. Last but not 

least, Cd is a highly toxic element [56], which should be taken into account when speaking 

about the widespread production and handling of Cd-based PCDs. 

4.4.1 Advantages and limitations 

Apart from the strengths mentioned above – higher spatial resolution and severely 

reduced electronic noise – PCD offers further versatility depending on the number of 

energy bins available. Theoretically, a PCCT system should allow distinguishing more 

than two materials in a non-contrast examination, which can be helpful in specific clinical 

scenarios, such as imaging the vulnerable atherosclerotic plaque [57]. Because the PCD’s 

energy bands are user-configurable, it is possible to collect data just above and below a 

material’s K-edge, enabling “K-edge imaging” and introducing simultaneous imaging of 

multiple CMs and potentially molecular imaging [58, 59]. This is true for materials whose 

K-edge lies within the clinical energy range. Moreover, PCCT eliminates any spatial or 
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temporal misregistration thanks to its detector-based nature, offering full-field-of-view 

capability and can operate at various tube potentials. Finally, PCDs have no scintillator 

afterglow, which can introduce measurement errors in EIDs. 

Despite significant advantages, PCDs come with a number of limitations, including pulse 

pile-up, K-escape, and charge sharing, some of which have been preventing PCCT from 

becoming clinically useful until now. PCDs have been in use in nuclear medicine from the 

beginning. Still, the much more tough challenge of the high count rate encountered in X-

ray CT prevented the technology from being clinically useful until recently [60]. The major 

challenge for manufacturers has been to design a detector and readout electronic chain 

capable of handling the high photon flux and exposure (X-ray fluence rates can be up to 

109 mm-2 s-1). Each photon must be separated and registered; otherwise, two pulses can 

accidentally be read a single pulse, a condition referred to as “pulse pile-up,” causing 

spectral resolution decrease. Another drawback is pulse sharing, which refers to the 

distribution of the charge cluster produced by one incident photon into multiple detector 

elements, misleading the system into counting several lower-energy photons. Finally, K-

escape happens when the characteristic fluorescence photon generated inside the 

detector escapes and cannot contribute to the pulse amplitude. All those issues 

deteriorate noise performance, spatial and spectral resolution [61]. 

4.4.2 Clinical applications 

The rapid technological innovations currently serving the medical field are astonishing, 

and by overcoming many of today’s challenges of conventional CT, PCCT will have a 

profound impact on patient management. Currently, prototype systems operating with 
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PCD have restricted availability but drive a worldwide enthusiasm, and some pre-clinical 

and even early clinical studies are available. 

One of the most direct clinical benefits of PCCT – with radiation hazards in mind – is to 

save dose, which is easily achieved thanks to the low noise characteristics of PCDs. 

Because PCDs reject electronic noise, the X-ray dose can be reduced substantially while 

preserving diagnostic information [50, 62, 63]. Children who are extra sensitive to ionizing 

radiation but whose clinical management still relies on CT will be prime beneficiaries of 

the drastic dose savings PCCT can achieve [64]. Furthermore, improved CNR owing to a 

selective weighting of lower-energy photons brings a broad range of clinical applications, 

some of which have already been assessed in initial studies. These include lung nodule 

assessment in asymptomatic volunteers [45] or improved visualization of blood vessels 

and enhancing tumors [65]. The CNR improvement will be even more marked for heavier 

elements like iodine or gadolinium since the attenuation due to the photoelectric effect is 

proportional to the atomic number [66]. Better energy information and improved CNR can 

be utilized either to achieve higher lesion conspicuity or can be translated into X-ray dose 

reduction. 

The intrinsically higher spatial resolution offered by PCCT may benefit lung, 

musculoskeletal, inner ear, but above all cardiac imaging, although only phantom and ex-

vivo studies are currently available [67-69]. PCCT also showed promise for metal artifact 

reduction in phantom studies [70], beam-hardening artifact reduction in cadaveric studies 

[62], and nanoparticle-based blood pool imaging [71]. Radiomics, a promising research 

field aiming to extract a large number of quantitative features from CT images, currently 
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depends on acquisition parameters, thereby hampering widespread applicability. 

Quantitative PCCT-derived maps have the potential to mitigate this limitation.  

That being said, with the combination of high spatial resolution, low-noise, and versatile 

multi-energy capabilities offered by PCCT, imaging will become increasingly task-driven. 

One might go so far as to imagine patient-dependent energy bin configuration to optimize 

detection or quantification tasks – and further improvements are ahead of us, especially 

once the technology comes into the hands of radiologists and clinicians. 

4.4.3 Clinical examples of photon-counting CT 

 

Fig. 10 Comparison of photon-counting and conventional CT for in vivo stent assessment in a 

rabbit. Ultra-High Spatial Resolution images from PCCT (lower row) show a significantly improved 

visualization of the rabbit aorta (about 4 mm diameter) compared with conventional CT (upper 
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row). In particular, the stent and intrastent lumen can better be visualized—courtesy of Dr. M. 

Sigovan, CREATIS Laboratory, Lyon University, France. 
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Fig. 11 Cardiac images of a 48-year-old woman with chest pain, acquired on a single source CT 

prototype with a photon-counting detector, after the injection of 45 mL of iodine (400 mg/mL) at a 

rate of 4 mL/sec. Data acquisition: ECG gated helical mode with 64 x 0.27 mm collimation, 0.33 s 

rotation time, CT Image reconstruction: sharp reconstruction kernel, 1024 x 1024 image matrix, 

0.25 mm slice thickness. Excellent visualization of the coronary arteries, including small branches 

in volume rendering (VR) and subtle peri-coronary fat infiltration consistent with inflammation on 

short-axis multiplanar reformat (MPR) of the left circumflex (LCx) artery. Courtesy of Prof. Douek, 

Hospices Civils de Lyon, France. 
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Fig. 12 Cardiac PCCT reconstructed in volume rendering showing anatomical details of the mitral 

valve an papillary muscle, and the aortic valve on 3-chamber (A), left ventricular outflow tract 

(LVOT) 2 (B), and left ventricular short axis (C). Courtesy of Prof. Douek, Hospices Civils de Lyon, 

France.  
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4.5 Aims of the thesis 

Despite significant efforts made to deliver improved patient care with the help of spectral 

CT, a number of which are discussed above, numerous open questions remain regarding 

both DECT and PCCT systems. While some advantages in using spectral CT have been 

clearly identified, the rapid expansion of spectral CT systems for clinical practice must 

happen with all due caution because inappropriate use of new technologies can harm the 

diagnostic performance in clinical routine. Consequently, both new roles and limitations 

of spectral CT have to be assessed thoroughly before clinical implementation. This is 

especially true because the continuing efforts granted by the manufacturers result in 

gradually improving technology; as a consequence, early concerns related to artifacts, 

excessive radiation dose, or workflow issues do not necessarily hold true with more 

modern systems hitting the market [72-74]. 

Patient security undergoing CT has been continuously improving. However, ionizing 

radiation and iodinated contrast media exposure remain potential drawbacks to 

unrestricted use of CT. The first is especially concerning for children and young adults 

whose tissues are highly radiosensitive [75]. The latter is problematic for the elderly at 

higher risk of cardiac or renal adverse reactions [76]. Strategies to reduce both ionizing 

radiation and contrast media exposure will be explored. 

Disease detection is usually the first task involved in radiological evaluation; a diagnostic 

test with inappropriate detection performance is useless. Spectral capability redefines CT 

imaging in many ways, and detection rates are expected to improve, as suggested by 

preliminary DECT studies [27, 77]. We will assess lesion detectability with spectral CT in 
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the field of cardiovascular imaging, such as atherosclerotic plaque and lipid core 

detection. 

Following lesion detection on CT, a second and often a third task that characterizes and 

quantifies the disease is required to provide relevant information to drive therapeutic 

decisions. Because spectral CT offers insights into tissue composition, striking advances 

in lesion characterization are anticipated. Initial studies support this hypothesis, both 

using DECT [78] and SPCCT [79]. In this respect, we will evaluate the potential roles of 

spectral CT in improving the accuracy of quantitative tasks. 

With this in mind, the goal of this thesis is to highlight the added value of spectral CT 

compared with conventional to assess the vascular lumen (stenosis quantification) and 

disease of the vascular wall (wall conspicuity, atheroma plaque size, and composition), 

using the latest systems available clinically and pre-clinically. Expected benefits for patient 

care are twofold: (a) to potentially reduce the ionizing radiation dose and/or intravenous 

iodine dose associated with a CT examination; (b) to improve the detection, 

characterization, and quantification of disease. The first set of benefits relates to patient 

safety when undergoing a CT examination. The latter aims to provide higher diagnostic 

accuracy by extracting more relevant information from X-ray imaging to drive therapeutic 

decisions. 

The practical approach to the project’s scientific part involves designing several phantom 

experiments to address specific issues and evaluate the feasibility of spectral CT 

techniques. When adequate evidence from phantom works and available peer-reviewed 
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literature is gathered, the experimental approach translates into clinical studies that are 

also part of the thesis. An overview is provided in section 5 of the dissertation. 
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4. Thesis milestones 

5.1 Building a collaborative project 

The two mainstays (expected benefits) defined above are the thesis’ framework. Several 

projects – including experimental and clinical studies – are designed to expand the current 

understanding of cardiovascular spectral CT. To succeed in such a complex field, the 

whole project had to rely on multiple international collaborations illustrated in Fig. 13. First 

and foremost, a solid collaborative relationship between the University Hospitals and 

Universities of Lausanne (UNIL/CHUV) and Lyon (UdL/HCL) constituted the project's 

base. The UdL hosts a clinical DECT system and is one of the rare institutions to have a 

pre-clinical prototype PCCT system. This privileged situation of UdL/HCL is the result of 

a tight collaboration with an industrial partner (Philips Healthcare and Philips Research), 

successful fundraising with H2020, and the launch of a multinational consortium aiming 

to advance the science and technology of PCCT [80]. The UNIL/CHUV also hosts clinical 

DECT systems and benefits from an expert Radiation Physics Institute developing 

leading-edge image quality metrics in CT. Methods developed by the CHUV’s Radiation 

Physics Institute can leverage the impact of novel technology, both in the form of 

prototypes still under development or fully approved commercial products. The center for 

biomedical imaging (CIBM), a partnership between the Universities of Lausanne, Geneva, 

and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL), supported phantom 

analyses conducted as part of this thesis. Needless to say, the industrial partners (Philips 

Medical Systems, Haifa, Israel, and Philips Research Europe, Hamburg, Germany), in 

charge of developing DECT and PCCT technology, were involved in the project and 

provided technical support. Thanks to the long-lasting and reliable relationship between 
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academic and industrial entities, the research was conducted smoothly, except for the 

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, which delayed critical sections of the 

project (COROGOUT project, please refer to section 6.1.3). 

 

Fig. 13 Institutions and companies constituting an extensive international collaboration 

made the thesis project possible. 

 

5.2 Importance of experimental approaches 

5.2.1 Assessing image quality in CT 

The decision to implement new technology in medicine relies on two main pillars: it should 

improve diagnostic accuracy and outcomes. Incidentally, its cost should be reasonable, 

and the economic burden put on the community must be seriously counterbalanced by 

apparent public health benefits [81]. Therefore, techniques and methods to assess the 
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diagnostic performance of CT play a crucial role in ensuring a certain consistency in 

system performance and highlighting advancements in imaging technology in the medical 

field. Because technological innovation has been CT’s daily bread, continuing efforts have 

been undertaken to put into practice the latest CT systems in medical care. However, CT 

research, in general, has received criticism because producing a visually adequate image 

of the human body may be an essential step but does not necessarily translate into better 

outcomes, and the reporting of radiology studies was sometimes lacking [82]. What really 

matters is the diagnostic information an imaging examination can grasp, and the doctor 

in charge can recover. Only clinically relevant information can alter the decision-making 

process, and ultimately, patient outcomes [83]. Despite this, much of the literature has 

focused on describing new technology, especially in the early days of CT [84]. Radiology 

research has since gone a long way, the scientific rigor and methodological robustness 

of studies have improved steadily, and quality/safety research is now part of the 

landscape in radiology [85].  

Meanwhile, more than ever, technological advances in CT are underway, and previously 

designed methods to quantitatively assess image quality in CT are no longer suitable. 

This is especially true with the introduction of modern image reconstruction algorithms, 

whose non-linear behavior threatens the interpretation and conclusions drawn from 

classical image quality metrics [86]. In this context, spatial resolution in CT has classically 

been evaluated using the modulation transform function (MTF) [87]. The MTF is usually 

obtained by scanning a thin tungsten wire surrounded by air; in other words, a high object-

to-background contrast situation with low noise. Because such conditions are not 

representative of clinical tasks, medical physicists have developed a more advanced 
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target transfer function (TTF) technique. The TTF can measure the CT system’s 

performance at lower contrast and higher noise (using water filtration) to approximate 

specific clinical tasks [88, 89]. Likewise, image noise in CT is often assessed by 

measuring the standard deviation of CT numbers in a region-of-interest taken in a 

homogenous part of the object or patient. While this kind of metric can broadly 

approximate the overall noise magnitude, it disregards a critical noise characterization 

component: noise texture [90]. With constant noise texture, a lesion’s detectability is well 

correlated to its contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), as shown in Fig. 14. 

 

Fig. 14 With increasing noise but constant texture, lesion detectability and contrast-to-noise ratio 

(CNR) are correlated. Courtesy of Prof. Francis R. Verdun. 

 

On the other hand, when noise texture changes – which is the case with modern CT 

reconstruction – despite a constant CNR, lesion detectability can vary dramatically. In 

other words, lesion detectability and CNR are no longer correlated, as shown in Fig. 15. 
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Fig. 15 With noise texture deviation, lesion detectability and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) are no 

longer correlated. Courtesy of Prof. Francis R. Verdun. 

 

To overcome this limitation and account for noise texture, the recommended noise 

measurement technique is the noise power spectrum (NPS). NPS allows for complete 

noise characterization by decomposing it according to its spatial frequency components, 

thereby indicating noise texture [88]. Fig. 16 Schematically represents the effect of 

increasing noise magnitude with constant texture on the NPS. 

 

Fig. 16 Schematic representation of the NPS for a low (green curve) and a high noise environment 

(blue curve). The noise magnitude peak spatial frequency is constant, as indicated by the orange 

dots. 
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On the other hand, the effect of noise texture deviation is illustrated in Fig 17; despite 

constant noise magnitude, the lesion detectability is profoundly altered when the noise 

texture is shifted towards lower spatial frequencies. 

 

Fig. 17 Schematic representation of the NPS under constant noise magnitude conditions, but 

texture deviation. When the peak spatial frequency is shifted towards lower spatial frequencies 

(towards the left of the graph), as indicated by the orange dots, the lesion detectability decreases 

despite constant noise magnitude (area under the curve) and CNR. 

 

To account for combined effects of contrast-dependent spatial resolution and noise 

characteristics, various mathematical model observers have been validated to provide the 

missing link between physical metrics and the feasibility of a diagnostic task [86]. Such 

model observers can simulate a lesion (by its size, shape, and object-to-background 

contrast) and determine whether the lesion can be detected or not on a CT image under 

specific radiation dose conditions [91]. 
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Using such state-of-the-art physical metrics (NPS, TTF, model observers) is not feasible 

with any study design. Still, it is strongly encouraged when a thorough assessment of 

image characteristics is needed, such as when a disruptive technology hits the market, 

as is the case with PCCT. This is why we conducted a phantom study using these metrics 

on a prototype PCCT. 

5.2.2. Experimental assessment of tissue characteristics 

One straightforward clinical application of DECT in cardiovascular medicine is the use of 

virtual non-contrast (VNC) images. Such reconstructions can be derived from contrast-

enhanced CT and simulate non-contrast images by subtracting the attenuation 

attributable to iodine, thereby offering the possibility to save the ionizing radiation from 

acquiring true non-contrast images. Non-contrast CT provides value in many clinical 

scenarios, of which aortic intramural hematoma (IMH) suspicion is typical. Acute IMH 

classically appears as a spontaneously hyperdense eccentric regular aortic wall 

thickening that can be obscured on contrast-enhanced images [92, 93]. In work co-

authored with Si-Mohamed S, Dupuis N, Tatard-Leitman V, Boccalini S, Dion M, 

Vlassenbroek A, Coulon P, Yagil Y, Shapira N, Douek P, Boussel L [94], we designed a 

phantom model of IMH using porcine bowel, clotted and heparinized blood and 

demonstrated the ability of VNC to depict the above-mentioned hyperdense wall 

thickening. This finding led the team to proceed with a clinical study [94]. 

Further use of DECT, receiving much attention from the rheumatological sphere, is 

detecting and characterizing gout crystals in peripheral joints and other organs [95-97]. 

Several studies have shown that gout is a risk factor for the development of 

atherosclerotic coronary artery disease and major cardiovascular events [98-103]. 
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Besides, it has been shown that monosodium urate (MSU) crystals can be demonstrated 

ex vivo in coronary atherosclerotic plaques in hyperuricemic patients [104]. To date, no 

study has been able to detect coronary deposits of MSU in vivo appropriately. Spectral 

CT may be able to meet this challenge, and a project we refer to as “COROGOUT” is part 

of this. COROGOUT is designed to evaluate the capability of spectral CT to detect 

coronary MSU deposits in vitro and contribute to addressing the aims of better detecting 

and characterizing the disease. To this end, precision phantoms were designed and 

scanned both on a clinical DECT and pre-clinical PCCT systems. This project was still 

underway at the time of writing, so no manuscript is available, but an abstract using one 

of the phantoms was accepted by the Radiological Society of North America (RNSA) 

annual meeting 2021. Furthermore, preliminary results are provided in section 6. 

5.2.3. Experimental assessment of spatial resolution performance 

A further application of DECT aiming to reduce the probability of unwanted side-effects 

related to intravenous iodinated CM is to take advantage of virtual monochromatic images 

(VMI). Because iodine exhibits a relatively strong photoelectric effect in the lower range 

of energy clinically available with DECT (i.e., 40-60 keV), reading CTA studies with low-

energy VMI comes with remarkably higher CT numbers in opacified or enhanced 

structures, which can be translated into CM reduction. While some studies attempted to 

look into the advantage of using VMI in CCTA [105-108], spatial resolution properties of 

VMI had not been assessed before proceeding to clinical studies. This led us to develop 

a high-precision phantom to prove that VMI does not deteriorate the vessels’ cross-

sectional area quantification accuracy with CCTA in both regular and reduced iodine dose 

settings. Instead, reduced CM DECT improved the vessel’s cross-sectional quantification 
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compared with standard CM dose conventional CT, advocating the implementation of 

dual-layer DECT with VMI reconstruction in clinical routine. This work was co-authored 

with Si-Mohamed SA, Yerly J, Boccalini S, Becce F, Boussel L, Meuli RA, Qanadli SD, 

Douek PC [109]. 

Spatial resolution is of utmost importance in CCTA because coronary arteries are small 

and exhibit complex anatomy requiring small isotropic voxels to resolve lumen, wall, 

atherosclerotic plaques, and composition thereof [110]. On top of that, coronary arteries 

are constantly moving, further challenging non-invasive imaging, requiring techniques that 

can freeze motion thanks to high temporal resolution. For these reasons, CCTA exploits 

CT systems at the edge of their technical capabilities and immediately integrates any 

technological advance in image resolution, noise, or acquisition speed. Therefore, it is 

self-evident that PCCT can bring numerous advances for CCTA at once. This includes 

intrinsically lower noise, markedly higher spatial resolution, and the ability to provide 

spectral images, including VNC (to obviate non-contrast CT) and VMI (to enable iodine 

dose reduction or increase tissue contrast). Since no human data regarding photon-

counting coronary CT angiography currently exists, we sought to objectively evaluate 

photon-counting-detector (PCD) CCTA in vitro and investigate its image quality 

characteristics compared with a clinical energy-integrating-detector (EID) CT system. To 

this end, we used a semi-anthropomorphic phantom simulating various patient sizes. 

Objective image quality analysis was performed using state-of-the-art physical metrics 

(noise power spectrum, target transfer function, model observer). Its encouraging results 

are written up in a manuscript co-authored with Damien Racine, Fabio Becce, Elias 

Lahoud, Klaus Erhard, Salim A. Si-Mohamed, Joël Greffier, Anaïs Viry, Loïc Boussel, 
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Reto A. Meuli, Yoad Yagil, Pascal Monnin, and Philippe C. Douek, under consideration 

for publication in a peer-reviewed journal at time of writing. 

 

5.3 Clinical studies and approaches 

The various potential applications of DECT led us to design clinical studies tackling either 

patient safety issues or diagnostic benefits and consolidating findings from experimental 

studies. 

First, we evaluated patients with confirmed aortic intramural hematoma, who underwent 

both true non-contrast and contrast-enhanced DECT of the aorta. Arterial phase DECT 

images were reconstructed as VNC and compared with true non-contrast regarding 

diagnostic confidence and CNR. Results indicate that a single arterial-phase DECT-

angiography with VNC image reconstruction can replace the true non-contrast acquisition. 

This study contributes to addressing the purpose of saving ionizing radiation avoiding the 

true non-contrast acquisition. Furthermore, the implementation of such a protocol would 

reduce the examination time. The manuscript, co-authored with Si-Mohamed S, Dupuis 

N, Tatard-Leitman V, Boccalini S, Dion M, Vlassenbroek A, Coulon P, Yagil Y, Shapira N, 

Douek P, and Boussel L, was published in a peer-reviewed scientific journal [94]. 

Having established VNC as a clinical standard to evaluate the aortic wall in the setting of 

acute IMH, we sought to develop the technique further and optimize the use of contrast 

information gathered in DECT datasets. Since DECT allows for material decomposition 

(see section 4.3.2) of a pair of arbitrary materials, we concretized the idea of performing 

a patient-oriented material decomposition to void the aortic lumen’s attenuation beyond 
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the appearance of a non-contrast CT. To do this, we selected a region-of-interest in the 

ascending aorta of patients referred to CTA for suspected acute aortic syndrome, and 

defined the ROI’s content as a material to be decomposed with water as would be done 

with classic material decomposition. The water basis images obtained present a 

hypodense aortic lumen, recalling the so-called “dark-blood” or “black-blood” MRI 

sequences. The result is a stronger contrast between the aortic lumen and wall. We 

assessed dark-blood CT images for aortic wall conspicuity in patients presenting with 

acute IMH and control subjects. This work, co-authored with Si-Mohamed SA, Shapira N, 

Douek PC, Meuli RA, and Boussel L, was published in a peer-reviewed scientific journal 

[111]. 

An equally important facet of cardiovascular DECT is the readily available VMI that can 

provide, to some extent, a layer of “lower-energy” information. As mentioned earlier, low-

energy photons convey more contrast information than their higher energy counterparts, 

and separating them is relevant, especially in CM-enhanced examinations. VMI are 

synthetic images extrapolated from DECT datasets and represent voxels whose CT 

number is computed as if the X-ray beam was monochromatic and can be obtained down 

to 40 keV on most systems, close to the K-absorption edge (“K-edge”) of iodine. The K-

edge describes a discrete energy level found just above the k-shell’s electron binding 

energy, associated with an abrupt increase of the photoelectric effect of incident X-ray 

photons. In X-ray computed tomography, this physical property can be used to gain tissue 

contrast by reconstruction VMI as closely as possible to a material's K-edge or even to 

perform specific imaging of a material whose K-edge falls within the available energy 

range of a PCCT system. Iodine’s (Z = 53) K-edge is at 33.2 keV, somewhat lower than 
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the minimum energy level of 40 keV that can be reconstructed on most DECT systems, 

yet 40 keV will provide much higher CT numbers than single energy CT. Higher CT 

numbers can obviously be translated into lower iodine CM doses in CTA; however, the 

extent of CM reduction and ideal VMI energy is still debated in the literature. Our paper 

entitled “Reduced-iodine-dose dual-energy coronary CT angiography: qualitative and 

quantitative comparison between virtual monochromatic and conventional CT images” co-

authored with Si-Mohamed SA, Yerly J, Boccalini S, Becce F, Boussel L, Meuli RA, 

Qanadli SD, and Douek PC [109] addresses these questions by providing VMI image 

analysis across an energy range from 40 to 130 keV, with quantitative and qualitative 

image quality markers. Of note, we demonstrate that with a 40% CM dose reduction, 55 

keV VMI provide non-inferior diagnostic quality compared with regular CM single energy 

CT, and 40 keV’s strong boost of iodine CT number should be used carefully to avoid 

obscuring calcified plaque. 

Along the same lines, VMI and also iodine basis images (iodine versus water material 

decomposition maps) can be used to assess static first-pass myocardial perfusion in any 

CCTA performed with spectral CT. DECT can quantify the concentration of materials and, 

therefore, is supposed to add relevant information regarding myocardial perfusion. 

However, the impact of the injection protocol on the absolute iodine concentration 

measured on first-pass DECT-myocardial perfusion may lead to variability and has never 

been explored. The purpose of this clinical study was twofold: (a) to demonstrate the effect 

of contrast material injection rate on the iodine distribution in healthy myocardium during 

first-pass perfusion; (b) to evaluate the impact of virtual monochromatic images (VMI) on 

image noise, signal-to-noise ratio, and contrast-to-noise ratio. This work raises awareness 
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of the critical dependency of myocardial iodine content on contrast media injection rate 

and dose; this is relevant and undermines the clinical applicability of previous studies 

attempting at determining a normal range of iodine concentration measured on iodine 

basis images [112, 113], but the tremendous effect of the injection protocol was 

disregarded, at least until now. We even found that higher CM doses lead to increased 

iodine inhomogeneity, potentially hampering perfusion and ischemia analysis. In other 

words, this study provides another strong argument in favor of using DECT and reduced 

CM doses for cardiac CT. Furthermore, the study’s secondary endpoints show a marked 

contrast-to-noise improvement achieved with spectral CT. This work, co-authored with 

Boccalini S, Si-Mohamed S, Matzuzzi M, Tillier M, Revel D, Boussel L, and Douek P, was 

under review at the time of writing.  
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6 Achieved results 

6.1 Radiation and iodine dose 

6.1.1 Virtual versus true non-contrast dual-energy CT imaging for the diagnosis of aortic 

intramural hematoma [94] 
 

Implications for patient care 

DECT allows skipping the non-contrast acquisition usually performed as part of aortic 

CTA. This saves radiation dose and examination time. 

 

Author contribution 

Co-author; participated in the phantom experiments, CT image assessment of the clinical 

part of the study, and manuscript editing. 
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6.1.2 Reduced-iodine-dose dual-energy coronary CT angiography: qualitative and 

quantitative comparison between virtual monochromatic and polychromatic images [109] 

 

Implications for patient care 

First, DECT with standard and reduced iodine concentrations was evaluated in a high-

precision coronary artery phantom. This in vitro study demonstrated that reduced-iodine 

DECT not only preserves but also improves cross-sectional area quantification accuracy 

compared with conventional standard-dose CT. Cross-sectional area quantification is a 

crucial figure of merit in coronary CTA because patient management directly depends on 

stenosis assessment, which is derived from vessel diameter and section area. 

Second, in a clinical study, the iodine reduction potential of coronary DECT angiography 

was demonstrated. In other words, DECT allows for substantial iodine dose reductions 

without cutting back on qualitative and quantitative image quality. 

 

Author contribution 

Lead author; designed the study, explored and implemented the non-inferiority strategy, 

performed phantom acquisitions, quantitative clinical CT analysis, statistical analysis, 

literature review, manuscript drafting, and editing. 
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6.2 Tissue contrast and characterization 

6.2.1 Effect of contrast material injection protocol on first-pass myocardial perfusion 

assessed by dual-energy CT 

 

Paper submitted to journal “Quantitative Imaging in Medicine and Surgery” at time of 

writing. 

 

Implications for patient care 

Myocardial perfusion CT is a means of evaluating ischemic cardiac disease. This study 

draws attention to the critical importance of carefully selecting the injection protocol when 

conducting quantitative DECT perfusion analysis. Injection protocols are not 

interchangeable and can affect the diagnosis. Furthermore, this work demonstrates the 

potential of VMI to improve image quality. 

 

Author contribution 

Co-author: initiated the study, constituted the patient cohort, collected data, performed 

first analyses, and presented abstract at the European Society of Cardiovascular 

Radiology conference. Supported literature review and participated in draft editing. 
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6.2.2 “Dark-blood” dual-energy computed tomography angiography for thoracic aortic wall 

imaging [111] 

 

Implications for patient care 

This study is based on the previous work “True versus virtual non-contrast dual-energy 

CT imaging for the diagnosis of aortic intramural hematoma” where VNC images proved 

equivalent to TNC. Because a sharp and accurate delineation of the aortic wall to 

determine the presence of IMH is challenging on both TNC and VNC, we developed a 

novel material decomposition to enhance the visibility of the vascular wall referred to as 

“Dark blood” because the vascular lumen appears hypodense. In other terms, we used 

the spectral information provided by DECT to optimize the visual contrast between the 

aortic wall and the lumen. The study demonstrates that dark blood images improve the 

qualitative and quantitative image quality in aortic CTA, helping characterize aortic wall’s 

pathology. 

 

Author contribution 

Lead author; image post-processing, image assessment, statistical analysis, literature 

review, manuscript drafting and editing. 
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6.1.3 Identification and quantification of monosodium urate crystals in coronary atheroma 

“COROGOUT” 

Gout is the most common inflammatory arthropathy in developed countries [114, 115], 

characterized by the precipitation and deposition of monosodium urate crystals (MSU) in 

various tissues. Several studies have shown that hyperuricemia is a risk factor for 

developing atherosclerotic coronary artery disease and major cardiovascular events [98-

103]. In addition, it has been demonstrated that MSU crystals can be demonstrated ex 

vivo in coronary atherosclerotic plaques in hyperuricemic patients [104]. Spectral 

computed tomography (CT), makes it possible to distinguish and quantify materials, 

including MSU crystals [116]. Spectral CT currently comes in two primary designs: the 

most widely available are DECT systems, available in the form of 4 clinical platforms: 

dual-layer detector CT [DLCT], fast kVp-switching CT [FSCT], twin-beam CT [TBCT], and 

dual-source CT [DSCT] (see Table 1 in section 4.3 for more details). The more recent and 

most advanced technological development is PCCT, extensively discussed before and 

only available as a pre-clinical experimental prototypes from two leading manufacturers, 

in selected university hospitals. Despite the diversity of spectral CT systems gradually 

appearing in radiology facilities, detecting and quantifying MSU crystals in vessels and 

plaques as small as coronary arteries are far from straightforward. 

Detection of MSU deposits in coronary arteries using spectral CT imaging would be a 

major scientific breakthrough as there is no other "non-invasive" technique to identify and 

quantify such crystal deposits, which are found in atherosclerotic plaque composition (ex 

vivo, optical microscopy in polarized light). Once established, this technique could be 

secondarily transposed to other clinical vascular applications (aortic arch and supra-aortic 
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vessels) or other systems (including urogenital and musculoskeletal). Phantom studies 

simulating musculoskeletal diagnostic tasks succeeded in differentiating MSU from other 

crystals such as calcium pyrophosphate (CPP) and calcium hydroxyapatite (HA) [78]. 

To date, one study by Klauser et al. attempted at detecting coronary deposits of MSU in 

vivo [117]; however, due to several serious challenges associated with coronary DECT, 

spatial and spectral resolution undermining the validity of the presented results, the 

veracity of that particular study is still a matter of debate [118], all the more so an 

international cohort study with larger sample size and less challenging objective of 

assessing peripheral arteries (which are larger and not affected by cardiac motion and 

attenuation due to the chest wall) found DECT to be insufficiently accurate for clinical use 

[97]. Given the existing controversy and specific challenges of spectral coronary artery 

CT, a phantom proof of concept evaluation is a relevant approach. 

Consequently, we designed a custom phantom containing various crystal suspensions 

(MSU, HA, CPP) in two different backgrounds (resin and agar-based) at multiple 

concentrations. Much effort was put into the preparations to achieve state-of-the-art purity 

and concentration accuracy. See Fig. 18 for furthers details about the phantom. 
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Fig. 18 Phantom schematic indicating crystal preparation location in the polyethylene phantom 

module and concentration (in [mg/mL]). Larger preparations at the module’s periphery and central 

area (coded in grey) are agar-based, whereas the smaller rods located in-between (coded in 

various colors other than grey) are resin-based. UA = uric acid, HA = hydroxyapatite, CPP = 

calcium pyrophosphate. Courtesy Dr. Fabio Becce, MD, Lausanne University Hospital (CHUV), 
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Switzerland, and Dr. Lucia Gallego Manzano, PhD, scientific collaborator, Lausanne University 

Hospital (CHUV), Switzerland. 

 

The phantom was scanned (on DECT and SPCCT systems) as is with a musculoskeletal 

protocol for comparison with existing studies, and inside a chest phantom to replicate the 

additional attenuation and noise resulting from the surrounding spine and chest wall. From 

this data, we can analyze the detection performance of the SPCCT vs. DECT, the 

influence of the preparation background (agar versus resin), and estimate the accuracy 

decline in an extremity versus cardiac scan. 

As part of an ancillary study conducted in collaboration with Zurich University, the 

COROGOUT phantom was also scanned on a pre-clinical prototype PCCT system from 

another vendor. The latter is located at Zurich University Hospital (Prof. J Hodler, Prof A 

Alkadhi, PD Dr. R Guggenberger). An abstract co-authored with a multidisciplinary team 

was accepted at the RNSA 2021 annual meeting congress (please see below).  
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COROGOUT preliminary results are available from acquisitions performed with a simpler 

phantom, built around a phantom containing only resin-based rods with suspensions of 

HA, CPP, and MSU. Only HA and MSU were analyzed; CPP preparations are meant to 

be interpreted as part of a study with a musculoskeletal focus. To approximate a 

physiological background for coronary arteries, we built a custom polyethylene module 

exhibiting CT numbers close to -100 HU (at 120 kVp) to simulate fat as if the rods were 

coronary arteries surrounded by epicardial fat. 5-mm-diameter holes were drilled into the 

module to hold the rods. Fig. 19 shows how the rods are inserted into the module. 
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Fig. 19 Polyethylene module with halfway inserted resin-based rods and two spare holes not 

containing any sample. 

 

This 10-cm-diameter polyethylene module is designed to fit in an anthropomorphic chest 

phantom (QRM Chest, QRM, Germany). The chest phantom was placed on a trolley 

allowing to move the setup. Moreover, a stepper motor driving a wooden rod connected 

to the trolley could be operated to simulate heart movements at a rate of 60 beats per 

minute. Fig. 20 shows the polyethylene module, the anthropomorphic chest phantom, the 

trolley, and the wooden rod. 
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Fig. 20 Polyethylene module inside the QRM anthropomorphic phantom centered in a DECT 

system’s bore, placed on a trolley allowing to move the setup to simulate heartbeats. The wooden 

stick is connected to the trolley and a computer programmable stepper motor (not shown). 

 

The whole setup was scanned at standard coronary CTA dose levels (CTDI = 10 mGy) in 

static and dynamic (moving) conditions, in DECT mode. Images were reconstructed at a 

lower (50 keV) and a higher (100 keV) VMI energy level, with a standard kernel, section 

thickness of 0.625 mm, no overlap, and no iterative reconstruction. In moving conditions, 

the acquisition was performed in “CINE” mode (without ECG simulation) over 20 seconds, 

and 12 series were reconstructed. The image stack visually exhibiting the lowest motion 

artifacts was selected manually for analysis (series volume #1). Ten regions-of-interest 

(ROI) were placed in each UA and MSU rod to measure the CT numbers and standard 

deviation. Each ROI had a surface of 5 mm2 and was placed in the rods’ center. Dual-

energy ratios (DER) were calculated using the following formula: 

DER =
CT number (50keV)

CT number (100 keV)
 

Different materials' DERs were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post 

hoc test, and p-values were corrected with the Holm method. A basic approach to 

approximate CT number reproducibility on static and moving acquisitions was to compare 

all ROI’s standard deviation with the Wilcoxon test. 

Fig. 21 shows a CT image (in HU) reconstructed at 70 keV, which is considered equivalent 

to a polychromatic image acquired at 120 kVp tube potential. MSU (on the phantom’s right 
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side) and HA (on the left side) have overlapping CT numbers and cannot be readily 

distinguished. 

 

 

Fig. 21 CT image of the phantom’s module, reconstructed at 70 keV (assumed to be equivalent 

to a polychromatic spectrum at 120 kVp), for illustration purposes. CT numbers are similar for 

MSU 600 mg/mL (ROI S1, 272 HU), and HA 200 mg/mL (ROI S2, 271 HU) and are thus 

indistinguishable without more advanced spectral analysis. The 12 o’clock position harbors a pure 

resin rod for reference; 1 o’clock, MSU 200 mg/mL; 2 o’clock, MSU 400 mg/mL; 3 o’clock, MSU 

600 mg/mL; 9 o’clock, HA 50 mg/mL; 10 o’clock, HA 100 mg/mL; 11 o’clock, HA 200 mg/mL. 
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We then performed the quantitative image analysis and computed DERs in static and 

dynamic conditions. Fig. 22 shows DER boxplots in static scan mode. Visually, a 

difference between HA and MSU can be seen. The statistical analysis showed that the 

DER distribution was significantly different across the rods (p<0.001). Post hoc testing 

revealed that the differences were significant only for DER.HA100 vs. DER.MSU200 

(p=0.001), DER.HA200 vs. DER.MSU200 (p<0.001), DER.HA50 vs. DER.MSU200 

(p<0.001), DER.HA200 vs. DER.MSU400 (p<0.001), DER.HA50 vs. DER.MSU400 

(p=0.001),  and DER.HA200 vs. DER.MSU600 (p=0.002). 

 

Fig. 22 Boxplots of dual-energy ratios (DER) for HA and MSU at various concentrations in static 

acquisition conditions. 
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We performed the same analysis in dynamic conditions in a second step. Fig. 23 shows 

DER boxplots in static scan mode. Visually, the difference between HA and MSU was not 

clearly visible. Moreover, a high DER variability was observed in the HA 200 mg/mL insert 

due to motion artifacts. The statistical analysis showed that the DER distribution was 

significantly different across the rods (p<0.001). Post hoc testing revealed that the 

differences were significant only for DER.HA100 vs. DER.HA200 (p<0.001), DER.HA200 

vs. DER.MSU200 (p=0.002), DER.HA200 vs. DER.MSU400 (p<0.001), DER.HA50 vs. 

DER.MSU400 (p=0.001), DER.HA200 - DER.MSU600 (p<0.001). 

 

Fig. 23 Boxplots of dual-energy ratios (DER) for HA and MSU at various concentrations in dynamic 

acquisition conditions. CT numbers were overlapping much more than in static conditions, and 

motion artifacts led to exceptionally high CT number variation in the HA 200 mg/mL insert. 
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Finally, we combined all ROIs’ standard deviations in the static and the dynamic scans to 

assess the effect of movement on CT number reproducibility. Fig. 24 shows box plots of 

standard deviation; the median value is significantly higher in dynamic conditions 

(p<0.001), as well as the data variability indicted by the larger box size in dynamic 

conditions. 

 

Fig. 24 CT number variability, assessed by the standard deviation 

 

The bottom line is that DECT has some potential to distinguish MSU from HA, in ideal 

experimental conditions (pure samples with a 5 mm diameter). The challenge in vivo is 

that MSU deposits in blood vessels are expectedly much smaller. Moreover, when 

simulating heartbeats causing coronary artery motion, the DERs’ accuracy seems to 

decrease steeply. This undermines the finding of significantly more prevalent MSU 
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deposits demonstrated in vivo by DECT in gout patients than controls reported by a 

research group [117], given the probability of misregistration due to motion artifacts and 

DER variability. The COROGROUT project is ongoing, and the primary analyses to be 

conducted will be to assess the added value of PCCT over DECT to detect and 

characterize MSU, especially in smaller ROIs. 
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6.3 Spatial resolution, noise and detection performance 

6.3.1 Feasibility of spectral photon-counting coronary CT angiography and comparison 

with energy-integrating-detector CT: objective assessment with model observer 

 

Submitted to the journal “European Radiology”, under review at time of writing. 

 

Implications for patient care 

Coronary CT angiography is one of the most demanding CT applications in contemporary 

radiology practice. This is due to two main factors: (a) because the heart is moving, the 

gantry has to be operated at maximum speed to reach the best possible spatial resolution; 

the consequence is increased image noise, especially when using the smallest tube focal 

spot – which is advisable for the sake of spatial resolution; (b) because coronary arteries 

are relatively small (less than 2mm in diameter distally), running along the epicardium with 

complex geometry, high spatial resolution is required to resolve lumen and wall-related 

anatomical details. Furthermore, plaque characterization tasks deal with low-contrast, 

e.g., for lipid core detection. The sum of all these constraints results in the CT system 

being used at the edge of its performance, and any improvement in noise, spatial 

resolution, contrast resolution, or even better spectral resolution will benefit the patient. 

PCCT is expected to provide incremental value in all the latter topics, a future application 

of PCCT we validated in the phantom study. The awaited implications for patient care 

involve radiation dose reduction or improved diagnostic performance in overweight 

subjects. Additionally, in line with the need to identify vulnerable plaques, we assessed 
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lipid core detection performance and demonstrated PCCT’s superiority over dual-layer 

detector CT for this specific task. 

 

Author contribution 

Lead author; performed acquisitions, coordinated image reconstruction with the help of 

academic and industry partners across Europe and Middle East, interpreted data, 

completed the literature review, manuscript drafting, and editing. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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7. Excerpts from related publications leveraging spectral CT 

7.1 Quantitative imaging with spectral CT helps understand COVID-19 [119] 

We routinely use DECT to manage patients with COVID-19 pneumonia and are often 

puzzled by the severity of hypoxemia observed clinically and the limited extent of 

parenchymal lesions radiologically. In the article entitled “Intrapulmonary Arteriovenous 

Anastomoses in COVID-19-Related Pulmonary Vascular Changes: A New Player in the 

Arena?” [119], we show how contrast-enhanced DECT can be integrated into quantitative 

analysis and provide additional information regarding microvascular changes in COVID-

19 pneumonia. In this case, inflammation-related microvascular hyper-perfusion was 

demonstrated with iodine-water material decomposition (iodine density map) and helped 

formulate hypotheses to explain the deep hypoxemic state sometimes observed in severe 

COVID-19. Specifically, DECT supported the theory of arteriovenous anastomosis 

activation as a contributory factor to hypoxemia; however, observations from a single case 

as published here have to be validated in an unselected patient cohort. This is what comes 

next with the Swiss COVID-CAVA registry described in section 7.2.  
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7.2 Application of spectral CT in COVID-19-related vascular involvement [120] 

Several small case studies indicated that DECT could provide value for understanding 

the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying COVID-19 pneumonia that cause 

morphological changes and hypoxemic states which do not match parenchymal changes 

properly. Soon after the COVID-19 outbreak, it became clear that vascular involvement 

plays a central role in severe disease and outcome [121, 122]. A thorough analysis of 

potential links between severe COVID-19 disease, vascular remodeling, and perfusion 

changes as assessed with contrast-enhanced DECT is needed to deliver the right 

treatments. This led us to design the Swiss national COVID-CAVA registry involving all 5 

University Hospitals, which expects to extract several morphological variables to 

understand cardiovascular involvement. Most importantly, patients who underwent 

contrast-enhanced DECT can be subjected to a thorough analysis of the lung 

parenchyma, including semi-quantitative perfusion. DECT provides iodine distribution 

data that can be gathered from iodine basis images (iodine versus water material 

decomposition) or Zeff maps. Both hyper and hypoperfusion states have been described 

in COVID-19 pneumonia [123, 124] but no study provides an integrative approach taking 

into account vascular remodeling, perfusion abnormalities, and clinical severity. This is a 

gap to be filled with the help of spectral CT. 
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7.4 Emerging role of spectral CT chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension 

diagnosis [125] 

Chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension (CTEPH) is a frequent and debilitating 

complication of acute PE with an estimated incidence of 3 to 5 per 100’000 inhabitants. It 

is to be distinguished from other pulmonary hypertension subtypes because it is the only 

form to be amenable to curative treatment. For this reason, accurately diagnosing CTEPH 

is critical to offer patients the right treatment. In this review, we cover both the diagnosis 

and modern treatment approach to CETPH, emphasizing the role of DECT along the 

diagnostic pathway. DECT’s ability to provide semi-quantitative pulmonary perfusion by 

means of iodine density maps helps identify arterial abnormalities leading to perfusional 

changes. Correct evaluation of perfusion deficits is equally essential to diagnose CTEPH 

and to guide therapy. Section 3 in the article emphasizes the emerging role of DECT in 

that setting; note that only section 3 of the article, as well the corresponding references, 

are reproduced here. 
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8. Discussion and future directions 

Despite its ubiquitous availability and established clinical value, conventional CT suffers 

from several drawbacks: (a) spatial resolution, although better than in magnetic 

resonance imaging or nuclear medicine, is limited to about 500 m and has hardly evolved 

in the last years. (b) contrast resolution, which is especially challenging for assessing soft 

tissue composed of elements having similar mass density, makes low-contrast tasks such 

as perfusion imaging or lipid core detection demanding and particularly noise-sensitive. 

(c) The absence of material specificity and quantification; even though CT is a quantitative 

imaging modality measuring linear attenuation coefficients, the exact chemical 

composition of a sample cannot be determined. (d) Radiation dose and (e) intravenous 

iodine are drawbacks, have to be considered when ordering a CT (especially in children 

and patients with underlying kidney or cardiac disease) and may cause adverse effects. 

Actually, both foster DNA damage, and iodine as a CM has no biological specificity for 

targeting pathological processes. 

DECT, released about 15 years ago, has gone a long way in finding its place in medical 

care. DECT was the first technological leap that could address some of the limitations 

mentioned above. While early systems were often accused of delivering higher ionizing 

doses, recent data shows the opposite, as do our experiments. We showed that non-

contrast acquisitions could be skipped for assessing acute aortic syndrome, and spectral 

CT’s improved CNR, demonstrated in three of our studies (see section 6), can be 

translated into dose reduction. For low-contrast tasks such as myocardial perfusion 

imaging or atherosclerotic plaque characterization, spectral CT can be operated at dose 

levels equal to conventional CT and yield improved CNR (as we showed for myocardial 
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perfusion and CCTA) or detection (as we showed in vitro for lipid core). Improved CNR 

achieved with lower energy VMI can also be translated into markedly reduced iodine dose, 

as we showed in a CCTA study. The same reduced-iodine-dose CCTA study ended up 

with some unexpected positive news as the reduced-iodine lower energy VMI’s 

assessment demonstrated improved spatial resolution compared with full-iodine dose 

single energy imaging. 

Furthermore, DECT can quantify certain chemical elements, provided they exhibit a solid 

photoelectric effect – calcium and iodine are typical examples encountered in clinical 

practice. Quantification is especially attractive when performing myocardial perfusion 

imaging; however, normalization methods should be developed to compensate for 

injection protocol and cardiac output variability. Quantification was also possible for uric 

acid in phantom experiments, which is clinically relevant because gout patients have an 

increased risk of major cardiovascular events due to a higher atherosclerotic burden. 

Detecting vascular uric acid deposits non-invasively may impact therapy and ultimately 

outcomes in patients with known or unknown hyperuricemia. When diligently applied for 

specific tasks, DECT can create new tissue-to-background contrast. In this context, we 

demonstrated the usefulness of patient-specific material decomposition (aortic lumen 

versus water) to highlight the aortic wall; the concept, however, could be applied to any 

tissue exhibiting strong enough spectral response at clinical energy levels (i.e., mainly 

chemical elements with strong photoelectric absorption). To sum up, DECT helps address 

four of the five limitations stated above; its scintillator-based detectors still need physical 

separation of detector elements by an opaque grid structure, physically limiting the 

opportunity to increase spatial resolution. 
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As far as PCCT is concerned, the main hurdle that has delayed its availability body 

imaging use was the challenge of pulse-pile up at high the count rates used in CT. The 

latter has now been mostly overcome, and pre-clinical systems are running at different 

places across the globe. Currently, PCCT is the answer to the need for improved spatial 

resolution since its small detector elements provide reported spatial resolutions down to 

150 m [126], even on full field-of-view PCD systems [127]. We also observed improved 

spatial resolution of PCCT over DECT in our TTF experiments, which, combined with the 

low noise performance and refined spectral resolution of PCDs, will bring patient benefits. 

More specifically, we showed that the combination of high spatial resolution and low noise 

of PCDs allows for markedly improved detection of non-calcified atherosclerotic plaques 

down to a size of 0.5 mm and lipid core down to a size of 1 mm in a normal-sized simulated 

patient. The challenge of cardiac imaging in obese patients remains, but PCCT improves 

the prospects of achieving diagnostic image quality at manageable dose levels. 

 

Project continuity 

Various further analyses can be conducted using existing data or data to be produced 

shortly. As mentioned earlier, the COROGOUT project, requiring a highly precise 

concentration of materials in suspension, will evaluate the performance of spectral CT to 

detect and quantify uric acid crystals. Because of uric acid’s moderate spectral response 

at clinical X-ray energy ranges, the challenge of detection and quantification remains 

substantial with DECT, and benefits are particularly expected from PCCT. If possible, an 
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ex-vivo analysis based on excised human tissue samples will supplement the phantom 

study. 

In addition, the project "Model observer assessment of photon-counting-detector coronary 

CT angiography and comparison with energy-integrating-detector CT" can be expanded 

since more data is available for analysis, included reduced X-ray dose acquisitions and 

reduced-iodine dose acquisitions. PCCT’s potential to perform CTA with reduced 

radiation and iodine doses could be approximated from such analyses, and due to PCCT’s 

low noise and refined spectral resolution, its impact will surpass DECT. 

 

Future approaches 

Clinical implementation of spectral CT in cardiovascular imaging is now becoming more 

of a reality as some systems allow for ECG-gating while sampling in DECT mode [105, 

109, 128]. Despite the fact that early PCCT prototypes did not support ECG-gating [69], 

new generations do. This also means that experimental studies conducted as part of this 

thesis should be expanded with heart motion simulation platforms to perform more 

experiments with moving phantoms. ECG-gated spectral CT will be offered for more CT 

systems and will become standard in the short term, promising new clinical applications. 

One aspect that was not addressed as part of the scientific part of the thesis is spectral 

CT’s capability to reduce artifacts. Several advantages of DECT in that field are known 

already, including artifact reduction from dense CM in the subclavian and brachiocephalic 

veins [129], port systems [130], sternal wires, coronary artery bypass clips and stents 

[131], PCCT has further beam hardening and metal artifact reduction potential [132, 133], 
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but currently lacks in vivo validation, particularly in cardiac imaging where metal devices 

such as stents, coils, pacemaker wires and more massive equipment including left 

ventricular assist devices challenge image interpretation. 

With regard to technology, the emergence of PCCT does not necessarily mean immediate 

obsolescence of DECT systems. While going for spectral CT systems means looking into 

the future, healthcare facilities will continue to rely on cost-effectiveness analyses to 

decide whether they should invest in DECT or PCCT equipment. DECT will likely continue 

to improve, and new models, e.g., with narrower energy spectra, would undoubtedly prove 

valuable in clinical practice. Also, PCDs are expected to improve and might someday 

provide the option of performing grating-based phase-contrast imaging (GBPCI) [134]. 

GBPCI enables the measurement of extremely small X-ray refraction angles occurring 

due to electron density variations of a given chemical component, thereby providing 

markedly improved soft-tissue contrast compared to the established attenuation-based 

CT imaging. Tissue contrast reminiscent of that yielded by magnetic resonance imaging 

can be achieved with GBPC-CT, but with CT’s higher spatial resolution [135, 136]. 

Likewise, full potential has not been reached yet on the reconstruction side since deep 

learning image reconstruction (DLIR) has recently been introduced in single-energy CT 

[91, 137] and could theoretically be implemented in PCCT prototypes. DLIR algorithms 

provide markedly improved noise performance while maintaining spatial resolution. On a 

PCCT system, DLIR could push the boundaries of low contrast detectability and radiation 

dose reduction even further. 
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Additionally, spectral CT in general and PCCT, in particular, allow the use of new CMs 

and combinations of CMs providing different information in a single acquisition (single-

acquisition multi-phase imaging) [138]. 

Finally, a promising scientific approach to plaque rupture prediction using CT is to assess 

plaques that have actually ruptured and caused lethal myocardial infarction. This can be 

achieved with post mortem CCTA, which is routinely performed as part of autopsy 

evaluation at the Centre Universitaire Romand de Médecine Légale (CURML) in 

Lausanne and Geneva. Using single-energy CT, a group composed of forensic 

pathologists, forensic radiologists, and cardiovascular radiologists investigated the 

potential role of plaque inflammation as a marker of plaque severity. In a congress 

abstract co-authored with Magnin V, Van Der Wal AC, Grabherr S, Qanadli SD, and 

Michaud K, [139], we demonstrate that enhancement detected in lethal coronary artery 

plaques by post mortem CCTA correlates with the histopathological presence of 

perivascular plaque inflammation and increase of vasa vasorum. Arterial wall 

enhancement has been investigated in animal (pig) carotid arteries using PCCT before 

and appeared feasible [140]. The next step in post mortem plaque analysis will obviously 

be to take advantage of the high spatial resolution and spectral performance of PCCT, 

understand what characterizes a vulnerable plaque, and hopefully predict plaque rupture 

in vivo. 
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9. Conclusion 

Spectral CT is still a young imaging modality but is gaining worldwide acceptance. Its role 

in cardiovascular imaging is becoming increasingly important, and evidence is needed 

both to clarify its usefulness and acknowledge limitations. The various studies conducted 

as part of this thesis are a building block to improve patient safety and leverage diagnostic 

value in cardiovascular medicine, especially with the increasingly available DECT 

platforms. We also highlight the advantage of considering PCCT for cardiovascular 

imaging in clinical routine. In the continuum of X-ray imaging’s 125-year success story, 

our results confirm that spectral CT does not take us anything away. Quite the contrary: 

less radiation and iodine doses become commonplace, CT’s quantitative nature is being 

reinforced, and diagnostic accuracy raises. CT is just becoming better. 
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